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Energy transition
energy systems - sources, uses, participants, objectives, wider context
energy transition – are we ready, willing and able
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The policy development challenge

• What is public policy?
• “Anything governments choose to do or not to do”  ie. decision making

• What do governments do?
• “Tax, spend and regulate… and repeat”   (.. and sometimes own)

• How do they choose?
• rational policy development processes to get from goals to means to delivery
• … or otherwise

• How do they do it?
• Tax - as able; efficient, equitable?
• Spend – directly, via agencies; on whom
• Regulate – including ‘designer’ market-based mechanisms; e.g. CPRS, the NEM

• How might they do it better?
• Clear and agreed goals, 
• Appropriate allocation of autonomy, accountability across decision participants
• Processes for effectively managing uncertainty and risk, changing circumstances
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Framing renewables 
policy – old and new
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(IEA, 2006)

(IEA, 2019)

(Riesz, 2017)



Australian RE policy status –
State and Federal
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EI transition for 
high renewables –
NEM status, work ahead

(IEA, Next Generation Wind and Solar, 2016)

NEM reasonably placed but grandfathering of 

existing plant – RE and conventional – raising 

issues; need these for Distributed Resources too

NEM improving ISP but are scenarios sufficiently ‘stretched’, AEMC Tx 

framework; what of possible strategic investment;  queues for RE 

projects growing; Dx integrated planning required too

NEM temporal and regional pricing and use of RET means project 

developers see some  technology, temporal and locational signalling –

does State moves to auctioning reduce this? And what of DERs

AEMO efforts valuable, but in the broader policy context, simply 

shambolic here in Australia at present, and gravely damaging 

opportunities for effective and efficient RE integration. State targets 

playing key role given Federal policy failure, but enough going forward?6

Have to ask more of all generation – new and old, large and small 

including DERs; non-synchronous generation penetration limits seem 

particularly key to high RE, FCAS needs attention, wider services

NEM wholesale pricing is incomplete, misses externalities and suffers 

from design and structural (market power) issues. Retail markets where 

DER reside don’t have meaningful pricing at present, and little progress

(IEA, 2019)


